
 

One Plant Kids will Love to Grow 

Strawberries - Did you know that one strawberry plant can yield ½ pound of strawberries?  Kids love finding the ripe, red 

fruit which is one of the first fruits of the season.  Strawberries love compost-rich soil, full sun and moisture.  You can 

even plant them in hanging baskets or pots outside your door.  If you choose the ever-bearing type, you will have 

strawberries all summer long or you can choose the June-bearing type which, by its name, yields most of its produce in 

June.   

7 Tips To Choosing A Recipe In Your Kids Gardening Program:  

 Taste must be number one – if it doesn’t taste good, the kids won’t eat it.  Try out the recipe before you have 

the kids do it in class.  Not only will you know the flavor, but you can also walk through the recipe with a child’s 

perspective which will allow you to better gauge the usability. 

 Look for a recipe that is no greater in steps than the age in years of the participant.  If you are working with 

three-year-olds, then develop a recipe to include only three steps. 

 Make sure the steps involved in the recipe are going to allow the kids to do most of the food preparation.  Allow 

them to prepare, assemble and cook as much as possible, keeping safety in mind at all times.   

 In all recipes showcasing the connection of fresh food to good health, incorporate a healthy dose of produce – 

the main ingredient should be a fruit or vegetable.  This allows you to bring the garden and cooking connection 

full circle.   

 Look for common threads in what kids like to eat and then think about how you can change it up to highlight the 

use of fresh food.  You can see that demonstrated in the following recipe. 

 Dipping vegetables and fruits may help hide enhance their flavor!   And anything on a stick is fun. 

 Become a marketing whiz by changing up the names to make the recipe sound fun and inviting.  Instead of 

“Fresh Fruit Salsa” try “Strawberry Mix-Up”.   You need to sell health! 

 

 

The Down-To-Earth Dietitian’s Guide 

Perfect for younger children.   

Serves 1. 

½ cup cinnamon-sugar pita chips 

3 -4 fresh strawberries 

½ cup vanilla Greek yogurt 

1 tablespoon shredded coconut 

 

 

1. Crush pita chips with hands and scatter 

in bowl. 

2. Slice strawberries using child-safe knife, 

set aside. 

3. Measure Greek yogurt and pour onto 

chips. 

4. Measure coconut.  Top with sliced 

strawberries and shredded coconut. 
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